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 he Sacred Four is the fifth prelude science fiction/fantasy novel to The 

Alchemic Kingdom Series™.  The Sacred Four Series™ itself is a duology.  

The Sacred Four is Book One.  The numeral four is a recurring theme 

throughout the novel.  There are four kingdom-worlds.  On the outside 

perimeter peppered throughout the kingdoms’ borders there are four sacred 

trees and four special columns that are interwoven to maintain the balnce of 

these kingdoms.  Masters from any of the kingdom-worlds use a 

combination of any of the four basic elements:  wind, water, fire and soil to create an alchemy to 

harness forces and energy.  These mastered alchemies, at least for the good-hearted of the higher 

kingdom worlds is used for self-defense and the safeguarding of the kingdoms of the Sacred Four.  

Four for many of the learned is considered the numeral that represents the concept of foundation.  

Water, wind, flame and soil or clay are used to erect fine buildings.  One creation story of the 

known leser worlds depicts the natural man being created from ‘clay’.  The studious of those same 

worlds consider water as being the essence of life.  The flame is used at a high degree of 
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temperature in order to remove dross, filth and any material of value in order to reveal the most 

precious essence of a thing.  Water purifies, and so does fire.  The wind can blow away  debris 

and pollution to clenan the air or the atmosphere and clear a path.  Some scholars consider pure 

soil as an altrnate use for ritual purifications when clean water is not readily avaialble.  Those 

with the greatest sound knowledge are able to combine a minium of two to achieve a desirable 

result. 

 

1. The authors used the characters as the conduit to achieve alchemic mastery rather 

than presenting alchemy traditionally.  Usually, an alchemy even when referring to 

a reinforced weapon such as a sword is present as the actor using three external 

variables as elements as objects of what their hands are able to perform.  Although 

in The Sacred Four, the elements are external, the characters are generally of sound 

heart and pure intent in addition to having knowledge in order to perform and 

achieve an alchemy.  Thus, it is the gift of understanding and being of proper 

constitution as bestowed upon these masters by the Forces that allow for them to 

have access to the pathway of alchemy. 

 

2. Despite these internal conditions, most, except for the rare exceptional, are to be 

trained by experienced masters who have either made mistakes along the way or 

learned from others who have faltered in their own preparation.  Generally, to 

practice the alchemic tradition without sound guidance, impure intent or to 

incorporate unsound practices with alchemic mastery is to invite disaster; and its 

usually what they wrought from their own hands. 

 

3. Some who meeet the base criteria from the beginning and learn to excel 

meetdevastation as they fail to maintain balance, usually by not acknowledging the 

Forces or the Powers that bestowed such gifts to them.  Such deviation before a 

great fall is likely to happen to those who attain knowledge in the lesser physical 

worlds.  The master of the alchemy require a delicate balance of elements that 

usually complement each other and those that are contrary to one another.  An upset 

in blance fueled by the corrupted energy of the actor can only have an undesired 

result.  Darkness strengthened by abusing the truth of the innate properties of the 

inherent in nature created by the Forces.  Thus, the corruption is reflected in both 

the purported master and what he has now conspired and presented to others in the 

physical worlds.  What is worse is when this corruption does not remain with solely 

this advanced master, but if he has a following, then what he guides others to is 

nothing but a path of deviation to strengthen the evil that he has succumbed to.  This 

is why in the first major battle, the masters of the Kingdom of Vaera and Kingdom 

of yiala primarily had to practice their mastery.  Some have learned that there is no 

such accomplishment as the perfect alchemy.  Just as the smith smelts two metals 

whose alkaline properties may conflict but can achieve a certain melting point 

enabling for them to mix, it is part of the process.  Whether the prformer undertands 

the extent of the calculation as the algorithm to note a pattern, his observation  

informs him that if this can be achieved temproarily then either the alchemic master 

is to serve specific purposes or that one has yet to perfect it. If most of the sound  

masters of the elements discover that the accomplished mastery can be undone, then  
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one can reasonably conclude that the alchemy was intended to be temporal and not 

permanent.  However, those elders and masters who continue to study sound 

knowledge and the inherent nature of what they use, then they have realized that 

hte process is to be revisited while the masters still travels along the valid student 

within their paths of learning. 

 

The author’s animates certain aspects of nature and elments to present them as 

characters, alhtough by human standards of the lesser worlds, they cannot be considred 

mortals.  Sol pile, encapsulated waters, fire pile and winds contained, are animated.  

They are sentient yet often will not act autonomously, but wait for the command of 

their masters.  Fireball and Leaf are similar to these miniatur companions, yet Fireball 

is of another realm.  He recognize fire pile and Sword Flamed by kindred properties, 

yet understands that it has an elevated ability to defend.  Leaf’s personality is light-

hearted and acts at the behest of Dasarēan and Yuestasīa.  The author uses humour as 

a form of animation for Leaf. 

  

1.  This is not the first tiem the author has animated natural elements or objects as 

companions and guides for the main characters.  For instance, in The Existence 

Parallel Series™, the prince’s and the princess’ main transport is the Mystic 

Bloom.  This floral is large and serves as quite a special protective companion 

to two  of the main characters.  Another example is in The Consecrated Throne 

Series™, the prince and princess has two forms of energy and heat as their 

companions, Solar and the Morningstar.  They are not just for friendly 

company, but assist in rejuvenating the prosperity for one kingdom-world as 

well as serve at the command of Thauses and Nuraī. 

 

 

In Book Two of The Existence Parallel Series™, the author created to animated blossoms, much 

smaller than the Mystic Bloom. They encounter three other characters on the Unseen side of the 

Transparency and become the companions of the two advisors, Iuenand and Hyancent.  They stand, 

they express themselves and evil one display thir own personality.  To a great extent they are 

sentient, yet they are inclined to the Forces, the Great Command to assist the two Nuephaens in 

their new assignments.  If one were to look at the elements all around us, including the trees 

coupled with what scientists have now discovered about them, then we would understand that they 

do have the ability to communicate and act as witnesses to what the upright beings do, say or 

otherwise express in the natural worlds.  They can defend themselves if prompted.  Yet they follow 

a natural path of self-preservation, acknowledgment of the Powers, and what they contribute to 

help sustain what the upright being has been charged by the Unseen Hand to take command of, the 

natural worlds. 


